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Object
To assist the brothers, Grahame & Roy Walter in deciding the optimum body shape for their
3rd Car (an 1172 Special)

Background
I was on a 5 year Engineering/Student Apprenticeship at the Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough 1950-55. I was mad about cars. My brother and I modified the first car that I
bought £57-10s at an auction when I was still at school and too young to drive legally on the
roads.

1st Car

After modifying it from a 4 seat Saloon to a 2 seat Tourer. I eventually passed my driving test
and used it to commute to and from our house in Purley Surrey and Farnborough at week
ends. We finished our 2nd car which had a light aluminium skin on a light wood frame. It was
fastened to the chassis by only 3 bolts each side and 2 ‘Plessey’ plugs which connected all the
lights through the dashboard. One could then drive the car without its body and lights. As we
did in one of the Farnborough Rag Day Processions!

2nd Car

2nd Car 1st Mod Lightweight wood frame for body Rag Day



Whilst at Farnborough I used to go to the monthly 750 Motor Club meetings at the Abbey
Hotel on the North Circular Road London which Colin Chapman also attended.

Chassis No.3
Then we built the chassis for the 3rd car. It was, we thought, to the latest state of the art, boxed
‘A’ frame chassis members etc. as recommended in the latest 750 M.C. bulletins. We thought
that it was ok until I showed the photos below of it to Colin Chapman who asked “what gives
it stiffness, is it the silencer?!” He then laughed appropriately!

At that time the Buckler 90 car came out and it made me wonder what type of body we should
put on our chassis!

Buckler 90 1955

Should it be a simple special like the Lotus 6, should it be a shorter version of the Buckler, or
should it be a low drag aerodynamic body? If the latter what shape should it be? After our
exams were over at Farnborough, I realised that the 20” ‘German’ Wind Tunnel at the back of
the Technical College was not in use so I asked if I could use it. Permission was granted and
Dave Waters kindly agreed to give his expertise.

Acknowledgements
Aerodynamic: Advice and work carried out by David Waters.
Model 4: was made by Tony Brooks.
Photography: Model pictures taken at the time by Jerry Gott and used with his kind
permission. All 3 were fellow apprentices.

Use of the Results
For various reasons we did not continue to build our 3rd car, but at a 750 Motor Club meeting,
I approached Colin Chapman, told him about our tests and asked him if he was interested in



our results. He invited me to his house to meet Frank Costin and we started the initial drawing
of the Lotus Eleven, Le Mans model.

Wind Tunnel Tests Summary
David Waters was particularly knowledgeable and helpful. He suggested the simplest way to
avoid the ‘ground effect’ was to suspend the wheels of the models just above the boundary
layer of the horizontal plate in the tunnel. He measured the height of this boundary layer. He
also did some checks on the Reynolds numbers to make sure we were not operating in a
critical area to minimise the effects of scale on our results. We decided to make one chassis
with wheels on it to suspend under the balance, in the tunnel and simply bolt each body shape
to it in turn. By coincidence I recently learnt from my very good friend, Alan Cole, that the
tunnel is known as the Messerschmitt Tunnel and is now in the Farnborough Air Science
Trust Museum has been renovated with a new motor! Hopefully our experiments will be
featured.

Models

We made and used the following models:-

Trials type with square corners (the photo shows the extended rear for controlling pitch angle and
part of the Wind Tunnel as well). Tested with/without mudguards, head fairing, 45 deg. aero screen,
cockpit cover, undertray and with non ducted and ducted cooling. A total of 11 variations

Like a Buckler 90, a rounded all enveloping minimum size body. Tested with/without head fairing,
under tray and cooling both non-ducted and ducted. A total of 6 variations



A longer ‘streamlined’ body with 4 lengths 7 deg. taper tail. Starting with the longest and cutting
off the length required. (7 deg. was considered safe to ensure smooth flow) .This model was also
tested with/without bubble cockpit, front wheels enclosed, 2 different sizes of air brakes and
cooling. A total of 13 variations

Made by Tony Brooks as he would have liked a car to look. Tested with/without rear wheel
covered, extra head fairing, cockpit enclosed and extended nose. (No cooling) A total 6 variations

A copy of the low drag teardrop model car (B’) tested by Elliot G. Reid (SAE 1935 & Autom.
Eng. 1936) to check our results against his drag coefficient (Cd) of 0.164 Tested with two
different fins a well. (no cooling) A total of 3 variations. Unfortunately I no longer have these
models but we have the above photographs, and negatives, of them taken by Jerry Gott at the
time. My reference ‘bible’ was Dr. Ing S.F. Hoerner’s book “Aero Dynamic Drag “ which I
‘borrowed’ from the RAE library for a very long time until I returned it after purchasing his
sequel “Fluid Dynamic Drag” direct from the author, who had to publish it himself, in the
U.S.A See Section 8

Wind Tunnel Tests
For each model, measurements were made of Drag and Lift forces at different Pitch angles.
Some were measured for Drag and Lateral force at different Yaw angles, also Pitch and Yaw
Moments at different Pitch and Yaw angles respectively. All of the graphs (21 pages, with a
total of 69 sets of graphs were completed). Over 100 runs were made.



List of  Graphs & the Parameters Measured in the following pages:-

Graph
No. Description  Parameters
1 All models Cd vs α Cd Sfs vs α Cl vs α
2 Models 3 & 5 Cd vs β Cd Sfs vs β
3 Models 2 & 5 M vs α Cy vs β N vs β

4 to 9 Model 1 Cd vs α Cd Sfs vs α Cl vs α
10 to 12 Model 2 Cd vs α Cd Sfs vs α Cl vs α
13 to 18 Model 3 Cd vs α Cd vs β Cl vs α

= Cy vs β M vs α N vs β
= Cd vs α Cd Sfs vs α Cl vs α
= 0", 2", 4", 6" Tail lengths Cd vs Tail L Cd Sfs vs Tail L Cd Sfs vs a/A

19 Model 4 Cd vs α Cd Sfs vs α
20 Model 5 Cd vs α Cd vs β Cl vs α
21 = Cy vs β M vs α N vs β

Key: Cd = Drag Coeff.    Cl = Lift Coeff.   Cy = Yawing Coefficient
M  =  Pitching Moment       N =  Yawing Moment
α = Pitch Angle       β = Yaw Angle

a = Model  Cross Sectional Area at Breakaway
A = Model  Total Cross Sectional Area
Tail L = Model Tail Length (inches)

Sfs = Full size Total Cross Sectional Area (sq.
ft.)

WT Results Figures

Condition Screen Cooling Cd Change
Driver
only

(α=0)  +cooling
Basic square special Full no ducting 0.655 1.00 1.00
Basic  1/2 no ducting 0.620 0.95
Basic Full with ducting in & out 0.614 0.94
Basic  1/2 with ducting in & out 0.601 0.92
Basic Full None 0.567 0.86
Basic  1/2 None 0.562 0.87
Basic + Cockpit Cover  1/2 with ducting in & out 0.551 0.84
Basic + Cockpit Cover & Mudguards  1/2 with ducting in & out 0.542 0.83
Basic + Head fairing  1/2 with ducting in & out 0.513 0.78

Basic + Head fairing 45 0 with ducting in & out 0.489 0.75

Basic + Head fairing + Under tray 45 0 with ducting in & out 0.484 0.74
0.74

Optimum Optimum



Basic (Smallest rounded special) Steep wrap no ducting 0.412 1.00
Basic + Under tray Steep wrap with ducting in & out 0.408 0.99
Basic Steep wrap None 0.380 0.92

Basic + Head fairing + Under tray Steep wrap with ducting in & out 0.370 0.90
0.56

Optimum Optimum
Basic + Head fairing Steep wrap None 0.318 0.77
Basic + Head fairing + Under tray Steep wrap None 0.293 0.71

Basic (Low Cd)+ Short Tail + Short Head
fairing Steep wrap with ducting in & out 0.319 1.00
Basic + Short Tail + Short Head fairing Steep wrap no ducting 0.280 0.88
Basic + 2" Tail + 2" Head fairing Steep wrap with ducting in & out 0.263 0.82

Basic + 4" Tail + 4" Head fairing Steep wrap with ducting in & out 0.238 0.75
0.36

Optimum Optimum
Basic + 6" Tail + 6" Head fairing Steep wrap with ducting in & out 0.225 0.71
Basic + 2" Tail + 2" Head fairing Steep wrap None 0.223 0.70
Basic + 4" Tail + 4" Head fairing Steep wrap None 0.206 0.65
Basic + 6" Tail + 6" Head fairing Steep wrap None 0.193 0.61
Basic + 6" Tail + 6" Head fairing Steep wrap no ducting 0.180 0.56
Basic+6"Tail+ 6"Headfairing+Enclosed Steep wrap with ducting in & out 0.167 0.52
Basic+6"Tail+ 6"Headfairing+Enclosed Steep wrap no ducting 0.125 0.39
Basic+2"Tail+2"Headfairing+1"AirBrake Steep wrap with ducting in & out 0.600 1.88
Basic+2"Tail+2"Headfairing+11/2"AirBrake Steep wrap with ducting in & out 0.785 2.46

Basic (Tony Brook's design) None 0.285 1.00
Rear Wheel covered+ Nose enclosed None 0.270 0.95
Rear Wheel covered + Extra Head fairing None 0.262 0.92
Rear Wheel covered None 0.260 0.91
Rear Wheel covered + Enclosed None 0.240 0.84
Rear Wheel covered + Extra Head fairing +Enclosed None 0.218 0.76

Cd  @150 Yaw @+20 Pitch
Basic (Copy of  Elliot G. Reid's model B') None      0.290      0.190 0.165 1.00
Basic + Plain Fin None      0.330 0.175 1.06
Basic + Full Fin None      0.395 0.188 1.14



Summary of Results
Model Drag

coefficient
(Cd)
At 0 deg.
Pitch

Comments

1. Trials type with
square corners,
highest

0.62 High

1. ditto lowest 0.48 Still too high
2. Like Buckler 90 0.355 Good improvement but looking for

better
3. Streamlined 0.262 Worthwhile but longer tail would

help
3. ditto “Record
breaking” no
cooling losses

0.125 Impressive but long car. Prof. Lay
SAE 1933 Vol. 28 similar Model
no.18 got Cd 0.121
Optimum tail length from our tests
when cross section is 0.4 of
maximum.

4. Tony’s car no
cooling losses

0.258 < Basic Model 3 so did well

5. Copy Reid’s
Model B’
Cd=0.164

0.16 We got Cd = 0.165 @ 0,-1, -2 & -3
degrees pitch angle

Dick Cawthorne a Principal Scientific Officer, I believe, at the RAE got someone to recheck
our calculations. Another member of RAE, Charles Bulmer, was also the Assistant Technical
Editor of The Motor (before he became the Tech. Ed. and later the Editor). Charles was
famous for his incredible handicapping of cars at various circuits such that they would all
come over the finishing line ‘together’! Charles wanted me to write an article for The Motor
without delay, as he explained it wouldn’t be long before others would do something similar.

Acknowledgements
I would like now to thank the ex-RAE apprentices who gave a lot of time and effort helping in
my search, especially David, all those years ago. It ended up giving me the great privilege of
working(!) with Colin Chapman and Frank Costin. Those ex-RAE apprentices I have
mentioned by name are still in touch today.

From David Waters
My memories of the test series.

When Grahame got permission to use the College wind tunnel to develop the body shape for
his new car I remember jumping at the chance to be involved in this `real-life` project that
might lead to useful results ( as opposed to aerodynamics coursework!) We tried to be as
thorough as the facilities and time allowed. Looking back now at the number of models and
conditions tested it was a considerable amount of time, but they gave us great confidence in
the results. We were conscious that the relatively low Reynolds Number of the tests may have
affected the results as far as minor details were concerned, but the general trends were fairly
clear. I didn’t realise at the time that the work was going to influence more than Grahame`s
next car.



Further comments.
In 1962 when I joined the staff in the then Aeronautical and Automotive Department at
Loughborough CAT I found that Sayer of Jaguar Cars was using one of the wind tunnels to
develop the `D-type` for Le Mans, with its head fairing. With the increasing realisation of the
importance of aerodynamics and the commissioning of the MIRA wind tunnel this was their
last project at Loughborough.
Our work on Grahame`s car was very useful experience for other vehicle wind tunnel tests I
conducted at Loughborough .Which included a series on car/caravan combinations for Sprite
Ltd in 1963, with the immediate object of checking the safety of a tow at 100 mph for
publicity purposes, but also to guide future development. The results were presented in a
paper at the 1st International Road Vehicle Aerodynamics Conference at City University in
1968.
David Waters
M.Sc.,C.Eng.,MRAeS

General Conclusions Feb. 2009

Correlation
Our Model 5 was a copy of Elliot G. Reid’s Model B’ SAE 1935 & Automobile Eng. 1936. Whereas
we got a Cd of 0.165, he got 0.164! Our models were 1/12th and his 1/5th but were nearly 4 times
larger than ours, because our full size wheelbase was 78” and his 125”!

The Cd figures are ridiculously similar, neither of us could have been working to this accuracy, but it
gave us a lot of confidence! Our Model 3 in its lowest drag form, bubble cockpit, no cooling etc. had
a Cd of 0.125, whereas Prof. W.E. Lay SAE 1933 got a Cd of 0.121 for his lowest version, 45o screen
and longest tail, and 0.125 for elliptical front and longest tail! We could not have expected better
correlation between our test results and those done by others previously.

Models
Model 1 Cd at worst was 0.655 but could be 0.484 ie. 74%. Model 2 Cd best practical was 0.372 74%
of that. Model 3, (3”/3’ tail) with a 40% cross sectional area, Cd of approx 0.25 was considered a
good compromise for an open car, and would have been the shape we would have used had we
continued building the 3rd car. The 2 airbrakes on Model 3 were extremely effective, taking the Cd
upto 0.785! Model 4 had a low drag, with a Head Fairing, but we did not try it with Cooling.

Overall
Model 3 indicated that the breakaway should be 40% or less of the total area. Prof. Kamm’s “Drag
begins to increase after the rear of a car's cross-sectional area is reduced to fifty percent of the car's
maximum cross section”; seems strange to me but I can only assume that the adverse pressure gradient
that he had at the rear of his car was too great to prevent breakaway below 50% of the cross sectional
area.

Components
Subject to Dave Waters caution re. our Models Reynold’s Nos. We found that there is a benefit
fitting:- a Head Fairing, Ducting for the Cooling and Under trays.

Recommendations
Findings above for Models 1, 2 3 and 4, were applicable to an Open Road Car with Driver only.
Further work would need to be done to find the best solution with 2 occupants in an Open Car.
THIS WAS A MAJOR OMMISION ON MY PART, especially as I don’t know of a good solution
even today! Saloon cars, the only example of which, was Model 5 / Reid’s Car; gave a commendably
low drag (0.165 at 00 or –ve pitch). However there is a problem with +ve pitch, as the Cd increases by
15% with only 2 deg. of Pitch. This has to be because breakaway occurs on the roof at an earlier
position. It could not have been due to an increase in induced drag as the Cl increase with +ve pitch
was less than all the other models. Models 3 & 5 were measured up to 15deg. Yaw and it is noted that
the Cd increases by an amazing 70 to 75%! Since zero Yaw only occurs in calm conditions or with a



direct head wind, future tests of Cd should always include a substantial amount of Yaw to be
meaningful.

Lotus
Colin Chapman showed a strong interest in these tests and they were used on the original design of the
Lotus X1 Le Mans. However not many of my recommendations were used; otherwise it could have
had a Cd of 0.27 (as Model 3 with 1.5” tail) instead of 0.30 (estimated). Note: even 0.3 is the lowest of
any production open road car at the time and probably still is!! The ‘D’ Type Jaguar is quoted as
having a Cd 0.363 and 1954/55 it was only available for racing purposes with a head fairing!!
Following my approach to Colin Chapman at the 750 MC monthly meeting at the Abbey Hotel
London approx. Sept 1955 he invited me to his house to meet Frank Costin:-

What happened at Colin’s house
I’d never seen a lounge like it; it was spotless but with a number of new car parts including
rear axles etc. plus a drawing board dotted around the room.

Eleven
I took the results of our wind tunnel tests with me expecting to talk to Frank about them. Very
soon after arriving and meeting Frank, Colin sat us down near the wall opposite the door from
the hall [Colin on my left and Frank on my right]. Colin explained to Frank that I had done
some wind tunnel tests. I don’t believe we discussed my results in detail because Colin
produced a drawing of a rolling chassis on a board, gave me a pencil and asked me to draw a
body for the car to replace the Mk 9, it was to be the Eleven. He gave us a dimension which
was to be the overall length of the car. He explained that would allow him to put a certain
number of cars into his transporter without having to pay higher cross channel ferry fares for a
longer vehicle! I was surprised and didn’t know where to start with this dimension but
because Frank was obviously much more experienced at drawing than me, I gave him the
pencil and he did all the drawing.

Area of breakaway
I said that the cross section of the new car should be a minimum at the rear consistent with
keeping laminar flow above the boundary layer up to that point. Our tests had indicated that
40% of the max. cross section was a good compromise. However I was disappointed when
Colin told me that the chassis was built with a gradually increasing cross section, front to rear,
with a maximum section at the rear and worse still he said that it was too late to change it.
Colin explained that Frank wanted it that way! So the best we could do was to reduce the
body height gently behind the main structure. [Frank asked what profile I would use so I
suggested we could use either a lead into constant 7degree slope or a gradual increasing slope
that would not give too much of an adverse pressure gradient. Frank chose the latter G-2. This
was applied to the head fairing as well. Colin liked the idea of the shape I wanted because
sometime before he had drawn a ‘streamlined’ car which was similar but never made.
I wanted the rearward slopes to continue right to the extreme rear without ending in a radius
but Frank preferred to end in a radius. F-1

Head fairing
Then I pointed out that the occupants of open cockpit cars were a significant proportion of the
overall cross section of the car and that the driver should not be ignored but a head fairing
should be put behind him G-1. [Nothing original in this on my part see Overview and
Evidence below. Colin was happy with this idea and had the idea of offering the headfairing
as an option on some versions so wanted it detachable C-2. I wanted the leading edges of the
head fairing to be radiused in an attempt to recapture the flow of air but I was overruled F-14.
Tail fins: Frank explained that when designing the Mk 8 he did not have the use of a wind
tunnel but had placed a small model on a rotating table and used a number of airline nozzles
to blow air over it. He was dismayed at the violent yawing motion. In my view this yawing
was more likely to be due to turbulence of the air flow from the jets. As the fins on the Mk 8



etc. had caused so much interest Colin felt that they could hardly be removed completely on
the Eleven as I suggested, so token fins were drawn in. I have heard it said that Frank did not
believe in wind tunnel testing and also that he did not use one because there wasn’t one
available with a rolling road. I would have thought any type would have been better than air
lines and a rotating table which would not have had a rolling road either! Any possibility of
anybody calculating the drag or the best shape using a slide rule is just not feasible then or
now!

Screen
The next thing we discussed was the screen angle F-5 Frank wanted 45degree angle but I
wanted 60deg. to horizontal to try to spill as much air around the sides of the screen and
around the headfairing as possible but 45 degrees was drawn . An open cockpit is not good
aerodynamically so the less air going over it the better was my point. I would have no
problem with 45deg. and a closed cockpit provided the transition from screen to roofline was
good.

Steering Wheel
Frank wanted a small steering wheel C-1 to reduce the width of the cockpit I thought that this
might reduce driver control [not knowing how small they were going to be later on!]. Colin
thought that a smaller one would be OK.

Sides
Then the body section was drawn and Frank put a lovely large radius on the top of the sides
F-9 but also a large radius at the bottom as well F-10. I was not as happy with the large radius
at the bottom as it would permit more of the sideways component of air to go under the car,
i.e. between it and the road. Also I felt the lower one would expose the wheels more than a
small radius.

Nose
The nose of the car was drawn in with a large radius curve underneath F-8 which I wanted
lowering to reduce the air flow under the car which would reduce drag and lift.

Under Rear
Underneath the tail F-3 I wanted a gradual rise towards the rear to prevent premature
breakaway [assuming it was not too turbulent].

Details
Frank was left to carry out all the detail work. see drawing, pink markings indicate
Frank’s contribution with the letter F, C = Colin’s & G = mine [Although only 2 items
are marked ‘C’, Colin took an active interest in and agreed all the details.]



Draughtsman
I believe that during this meeting someone came into the lounge who had obviously done so
before and started work at the drawing board. Colin explained that this guy worked at an
engineering firm during the day and helped with drawing at Colin’s during the evening. He
took no part in our discussion, nor did we see what he was doing. I would guess that he
might have been there for an hour or so. Peter Ross has since suggested that it could have
been Ian Jones.

Continued discussion
I believe it was after that we moved over to the other [door] side of the room and I
remember Frank showing us a photo of him holding his wooden version of the Mk 6 chassis
and Colin confirmed that it was both very light and very stiff in torsion.



‘Development Reports’
Colin sent me copies of 8 Development Test Reports [originally I thought it was 9 because
6th April 1956 pages were numbered as if it was two reports and I had been counting these
as 2 reports instead of one]
These tests had been done on some Elevens from Feb. thru. Apr. 1956 including those
written by Graham Hill and Mike Costin. One commented on the low drag of the car! I took
Colin sending these to me as accepting my involvement in the initial and believe that his
idea was to ask me for comments and keeping me in the picture on what was going on.
Rob Lyall ex Rover estimates that he and I have known each other for about 40 years and he
reminded me recently that I had given him copies of all of these reports about 30 years ago
and he knew that I had been involved in the concept of the Eleven!

Overview/ Evidence of my interest in a single seat road car with head fairing
in 1955

I realise that as neither Colin nor Frank are with us so there is nobody able to confirm my
involvement. It is hoped however that the following evidence will give some confidence of
the accuracy of my comments:-
At least 4 people can be contacted and would confirm the wind tunnel tests took place:-
 Dave Waters who did a lot of the work and gave advice at the time [see his

comments].
 Tony Brooks who made model No. 4.
 Jerry Gott who took all the wind tunnel/model photographs at the time [I still have

his original negatives].
 My friend Glyn Golesworthy who was around at the time.
 Charles Bulmer may still be able to confirm my involvement.

I still have the results in graphical form [approx. 70 graphs] together with summary of
numerical results. I have a note that indicates the wind tunnel measurements were started
31st July 1955. As my apprenticeship ended 28th Aug. 1955 [this can be confirmed on the
web] the wind tunnel tests were carried between these two dates. Le Mans model : The
following shows my preoccupation of a single seater with head fairing for road use:-

The 1954 DB Panhard Autosport picture is [and was] in my possession.

As are/were my notes on the Vickers Armstrong Aston Martin DB3S highlighting the
drivers front profile.



Also 4 of our wind tunnel models 1,2,3 & 4 had a drivers head fairing. Further NONE of
the ‘rounded’ shaped models had an open cockpit! [i.e only model 1 trials type had]. This is
perhaps strange for a road car but I was looking for the lowest drag! See plan view of the
model bodies (1 thru 5) below:-

Note: although model 1 does not have a head fairing in this photo it did have in run no.
1/67(c) where it reduced the drag coefficient from 0.548 to 0.51. I was expecting to do a lot
of solo trips in my next car at the time.
[We will not know if Frank’s experiences with the Mk 8 & 9 had led him to think of a
single seater version for road use nor if Colin had thought of it but I do know that I
suggested it at the time.] I therefore believe that I influenced the ‘birth’ of the “Le Mans”
version of the Eleven but did NOT have enough knowledge to contribute significantly to the
“Club” and “Sports” versions. I felt more wind tunnel tests were necessary. I did not know
that the “Hard Top” was planned. I estimate the Drag coefficient (Cd) of the Le Mans
version was approx.0.30 and the Monza car approx 0.2. The Club & Sports would have a
much higher Cd because the airflow breakaway would be at the maximum cross sectional
area. I’m not sure about the Hard Top. Frank deserves all the praise for the attractive styling
of the Elevens with all the time and effort he put in because although my suggestions would
have reduced the Aerodynamic Drag [in my opinion] it would NOT have looked anyway
near as attractive [i.e. it would have been more like the DB Panhard or my model 3 but with
enclosed front wheels]. In the winter 1955/56 Frank designed the Vanwall body with a head
fairing.

My other involvement with Lotus
I have never owned a Lotus unfortunately yet I was involved in the setting the Michelin tyre
recommendations for the Lotus Cortina as part of my job. Also I
 Used to visit Mike Kimberley at Hethel for Michelin.



 Did some tyre handling, stability and max. speed tests on the Elan at MIRA with
Brian Luff + an engine specialist from Lotus.

 Did some handling and stability tyre tests on a Europa at MIRA with someone else
from Lotus.

 Aquaplaning in a Europa was demonstrated to me at Hethel by the same person.
 Was a passenger in Tony Rudd’s Elan + 2 at Hethel when it rolled over @ 90 mph

and went through a hedge upside-down. Tony was NOT the driver. ACBC saw this
happen from his plane above!

 Together with Michelin Research Dept. was involved with Lotus in the
Development of the FWD Elan SE and

 indirectly developing a tyre specially for it.
I have known Rob Lyall ex Rover, he reckons about 40 years, and I had forgotten that I
gave him [about 30 years ago] a copy of 8 Development Reports on the Eleven that
ACBC had sent to me in 1956.  Also I have recently assisted Jay Sloane
(lotuseleven.org) with an article for the Lotus Historic Register from Gilbert (Mac)
Macintosh.
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